Message from the SRA:

Dear Llandudno Residents,

In these grave and uncertain times, the SRA Board has met (remote working only) to review our security in light of our changed world. To that end we have confirmed the continuation of existing services to you & we have extended the services to day time operation.

You should see the day time PPA patrols, from now on.

Financial implications: We are obliged by the City to keep reserves in our account. Due to these extraordinary times the City has relaxed its requirements enabling us to utilize some of these funds. There will be no additional levies for this service.

We have committed to this for 3 months; with the option to cancel earlier if necessary.

We will continue to stay in direct contact with the officials that keep us ‘in-the-know’ and will keep monitoring the situation. If the need arises, further adjustments will be made.

Stay safe everyone. Keep caring for each other.

#Stayathome

Regards to you all

Eileen Wilton
Chairman